Agrarian Values and Urban Futures: Opportunities for Agriculture and Food Security in Doña Ana County, New Mexico

In March 2015, Doña Ana County, New Mexico was selected as one of eight Communities of Opportunity (COOs) in the country that have significant potential to strengthen ties between small- and medium-sized farmers and residents with limited food access. Working with the Growing Food Connections (GFC) project team, county stakeholders have since established a steering committee that has charted a vision for the future of Doña Ana County’s food system.

This brief, which draws on interviews with Doña Ana County stakeholders and secondary data sources, provides information about local government policy opportunities and challenges in the food system to inform the work of the GFC steering committee and stakeholders in Doña Ana County.

BACKGROUND

Doña Ana County is situated just north of the international metropolitan area of El Paso, Texas and Ciudad Juárez—the largest city in the Mexican state of Chihuahua (see Figure 1). The county is noteworthy for its spectacular desert landscape and cultural diversity. Agriculture development tends to concentrate along the historic Rio Grande corridor that runs north-south through the center of the county (see Figure 2). Although the area has a strong rural-agricultural tradition and presence, trends since the 1950s have moved toward urbanization and economic diversification. Balancing the needs of its agricultural sector with other competing interests is a key issue for the region.

Doña Ana is one of the fastest growing—and the second largest—counties in New Mexico. Situated in south-central New Mexico, adjacent to the U.S.-Mexico border, Doña Ana County encompasses 3,807 square miles. The majority of the county’s lands are federally owned (75%)—only 500 square miles (13%) of land in Doña Ana is privately owned. The privately-owned lands lie predominantly in the agricultural valley along the lower Rio Grande. In addition to county government and five incorporated municipalities, local public authorities are administered through 22 special districts and three independent school districts. Each of the six governmental entities is responsible for planning within their respective jurisdictions, while special districts are accorded narrowly defined powers through the New Mexico state constitution.

Located in the northern reaches of the Chihuahuan Desert, Doña Ana County must contend with limited water. Even though the county is in a valley, surrounded by mountain ranges, the area receives on average eight to nine inches of rainfall annually. Luckily, the county has multiple groundwater aquifers to draw on, as well as surface water flows from the Rio Grande. Access to surface and groundwater in the county is governed by a complex and disjointed governance structure.

The Rio Grande river flows through Las Cruces, supplying irrigation water for the intensive agriculture surrounding the city. Image Source: American Farmland Trust
waters in New Mexico rests with the Office of the State Engineer (OSE). The allocation of surface and groundwater rights is based on prior appropriation enshrined in New Mexico’s water code. Under prior appropriation, senior water rights holders have priority (based on the date water rights were issued) over new (junior) water rights holders. In both cases—surface and groundwater—farmers tend to be senior water rights holders in the county. Even though the OSE has administrative purview over all waters in New Mexico, multiple federal and state agencies are involved in water management in the county, along with over 69 water providers. Limited water availability and the fragmented nature of water management tend to force agricultural and non-agricultural interests into competition with one another.

Doña Ana County is home to culturally diverse populations. There is a rich influence of Hispanic culture on the county. Of the 212,942 people who live in Doña Ana County, 66% (141,087 people) self-identify as Hispanic or Latino. The vast majority (89%) of the population identifies as white (190,021 people), and approximately 2% as African American. Additionally, 17% (36,703 people) of the county’s residents are foreign born. The City of Las Cruces, the county seat, is the largest urban center in the county where almost half (47%) of the county’s population lives. The remaining population (50%) is spread across small towns and rural villages throughout the county. Since the 1980s, Doña Ana County has seen a steady increase in population and concurrent housing development. Population projections indicate growth will continue over the next two decades. New development is especially likely in southern Doña Ana County, along the international border and within the El Paso, Texas metropolitan area.

Despite this overall growth pattern, many of the county’s residents are economically and socially disadvantaged. Community stakeholders report a lack of living wages, limited infrastructure and transportation as key challenges affecting people’s lives. Poverty and unemployment remain a pressing concern. About 30% of the county’s residents live in poverty, while the median household income of $38,426 remains below the state average of $44,803. The county’s unemployment rate, at 10.3%, is higher than the state’s unemployment rate (8.7%) for the same period. Economic hardship in the county exacerbates food insecurity, with 15,708 households (21%) participating in the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP). Poverty and unemployment are concentrated in unincorporated areas of Doña Ana County, especially in its 37 colonias. According
to census estimates, 55,568 people reside in the 37 colonias, with multiple reports indicating that the total population in the colonias is increasing. Interviews with community leaders suggest that a significant proportion of the colonia population is comprised of recent immigrants—some of whom may be undocumented. Community leaders and stakeholders in Doña Ana County are committed to addressing economic challenges to build a healthy, equitable, and livable community.

**AGRICULTURE: CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES**

Agriculture is integral to Doña Ana County’s cultural identity and economic vitality. Doña Ana ranks third among New Mexico counties for number of farms. Bucking national trends of farm decline, Doña Ana County saw a 24% increase in the number of farms from 1,762 in 2007 to 2,184 in 2012. Almost a third of the land in Doña Ana County (659,970 acres) is dedicated to agriculture. Most of the agricultural land is in pastures or grazing leases (84%) and only 14% is dedicated to cropland. The average farm size in the county is 302 acres, but most farms—approximately 1,400 farms—are between one and nine acres in size. Direct marketing by farmers to consumers is small, but growing: 9% (203 farms) of farmers sell directly to consumers, among which four farm operations are reported to offer community-supported agriculture (CSA). The majority of farm operators in the county are men (89%) and Hispanic (84%). On average, farm operators in the county are 60 years old, suggesting the need for succession planning in agriculture.

Agriculture contributes significantly to the local economy. Statewide, Doña Ana County ranked third in 2014 in cash receipts for all farm commodities—valued at $468 million—and topped the state in cash receipts for all crops in 2014 with $190 million in sales. Doña Ana County is number one in the state for the market value (sales) of vegetables, melons, potatoes, and sweet potatoes (categorized as one commodity group) and fruits, tree nuts, and berries (categorized as one commodity group).

Doña Ana County is especially well known for its pecan and chile production. New Mexico leads the nation in acreage dedicated to pecan production, and is second only to Georgia in pounds of pecans produced. In 2015, 54 million pounds of pecans were harvested in the county, valued at approximately $135 million. Doña Ana County is also the second largest producer of chile peppers in New Mexico, and home to 14 chile processors. In 2015, the county produced 44 million pounds of chile peppers from 2,100 planted acres—a third of total chile production in New Mexico. New Mexico chile production was valued at $41 million in 2015, and processed and value added chile products had a higher impact value than fresh chile sales. However, over the years the planted acreage of chile has been declining: between 2012 and 2014 chile acreage dropped by 17% in Doña Ana County, and consequently so did chile production.

**Challenges**

Despite its importance to Doña Ana County’s history and present economy, agriculture faces a number of challenges to remaining viable into the future. Two challenges highlighted by interviewees appear to be common among farms: increased competition to access agricultural markets and limited availability of water. Chile farmers in the county face increased competition from chile producers in Mexico and other global chile producing regions such as India, China, and Peru. The cost and availability of labor for chile picking affects the local farmer’s ability to be competitive against chile producers who can produce chile at lower costs and have access to larger labor pools. Agricultural labor costs outside of the United States (U.S.) tend to be a fraction of the labor costs associated with chile production in the U.S. The U.S. chile industry remains low tech, although the use of chile harvesters is catching on. Availability of labor for chile picking has also become unpredictable over the years due to other industries (namely, construction) demand for local labor as well as more stringent immigration laws hindering Mexican farm labor to work across the border in Doña Ana County. Mechanization in the chile industry offers a solution to the labor problems, but mechanization comes at a cost of changing community dynamics and potentially disrupting the social fabric of communities. In a similar vein, local dairy farmers face competition from Californian farmers within the regional dairy market. Vertical integration and consolidation of markets within the food system has created long supply chains. As a result of such transformations in the food system, dairy producers in New Mexico sell to (dairy) aggregation chains based in California. Dependency on an expanded Western market—than, say, a local/regional market—affects the fortunes of farmers and farming communities.

Farmers also operate within challenging environmental conditions, made worse by a prolonged drought. Doña Ana County has an arid climate, but agriculture was made viable through the construction of the Rio Grande Reclamation Project with Elephant Butte dam completed in 1916. The Project brought reliable irrigation water to the region.
Figure 2. Agriculture is concentrated along the Rio Grande river corridor.
One interviewee described water as the “lifeblood” of farming. In 1918, farmers formed the Elephant Butte Irrigation District (EBID) that eventually took ownership, maintenance and operations of the irrigation distribution and drainage systems from the Bureau of Reclamation. At its peak, EBID supplies water to 90,640 acres of land in Doña Ana County for irrigated agriculture (about 7,900 water users). Overall, 8,300 parcels of land within the county have rights to irrigation water from EBID. In a full supply year, farmers with water rights receive on average three acre-feet of water for each acre with water rights. In 2013, farmers received only 3.5 inches per acre and in 2014, 11 inches per acre, well below the norm. To compensate for reduced surface water supply, farmers turn to groundwater. Pumping of groundwater affects the quality and quantity of water remaining in the aquifer systems. Reduced surface water supply in Doña Ana County not only makes farming more challenging but also increases the cost of farming. The irrigation district requires farmers to pay a flat rate fee of $70 for two acre-feet of water (in 2015) regardless of the amount of water in the reservoir and the actual allocation the farmer receives. In the event of a shortfall, farmers pump groundwater. Although farmers do not pay for groundwater, they do pay for electricity to pump the groundwater. Cumulatively, these costs affect farmers’ economic viability.

Compliance with regulations is another factor that must be included in planning for agricultural viability. Some farmers and ranchers view these requirements as burdensome and unnecessary. According to one interviewee, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulations, in particular, are forcing farmers out of business: “[…] you can’t manage a watershed anymore, going into the forest and clearing it and cutting it so that you can prevent some of these forest fires…You can’t do any of that anymore because you are affecting some bird or some species.” Federal food safety laws, intended to protect public health, also factor in agricultural operations. Food safety laws require all food handled by human hands to be inspected and graded for quality to ensure zero contamination. An interviewee noted that “…the farmer has to work at trying to figure out how to produce this crop without hands touching that crop. This regulation alone makes it expensive for a farmer to produce a crop.” From this perspective, food regulations place a disproportionate burden on farmers in the U.S. compared with foods imported from other parts of the world that are produced with less oversight. These comments suggest that while food safety and environmental protection may be generally recognized as legitimate public interests, policy makers and regulators should work with agricultural interests to keep compliance costs within competitive margins.

Farmers in Doña Ana County must also deal with the potential impact of urbanization and residential development. These types of conflict occur most commonly when non-agricultural land uses and agricultural uses are in close proximity. Noise from irrigation pumps, damage caused by loose animals, flies, odors, smoke and dust, and contamination of water supplies are typical complaints by property owners near agricultural operations. On the other hand, trespassing, damage to farming equipment and crops, and theft are typical problems that farmers and ranchers may have with their neighbors. Although farming operations often pre-date nearby residential development, some development is generated by farmers themselves when they sell off agricultural parcels knowing that the land will be subdivided for homes. To help address this issue, the State of New Mexico enacted a “Right to Farm Act” in 1981 that seeks to: “…conserve, protect, encourage, develop and improve agricultural land for the production of agricultural products and to reduce the loss to the state of its agricultural resources by limiting the circumstances under which agricultural operations may be deemed a nuisance.” Partly in response to increasing tensions between farmers and residents, the State of New Mexico further strengthened the Right to Farm Act in 2016 to protect farmers against nuisance claims. The amended language treats nuisance claims against previously established agricultural operations as frivolous unless complainants can demonstrate substantial change in the nature and scope of the agricultural operations. Although the amendment leaves room for recourse for (non-farming) residents, the law favors established agricultural land uses over newer residential developments.

Urbanization and residential development have also increased competition over water resources. Water for public use—municipal and industrial use—is supplied by pumping groundwater. There are over 69 municipal and industrial providers in the county, ranging from single jurisdictional utilities to multi-jurisdictional community-based authorities. Both the City of Las Cruces and Doña Ana County have seen population increases and an uptick in industrial development. As a result, public water providers are looking for improved methods of water supply and delivery. One alternative favored among public water providers is to secure rights to surface water. Rights to surface water can be bought through the purchase of (farm) land within the 90,060 acres in EBID’s boundary. For example, Las Cruces Utilities owns approximately 1,400 acres of agricultural land with EBID surface water rights within the city’s boundaries. However, federal law restricts the use of surface irrigation water from the Rio Grande Project to agricultural purposes unless new contracts are entered into with the Bureau of Reclamation and EBID. These legal limitations and drought-shortened growing season currently prevent public water providers from putting their surface water rights to use. One additional option is to acquire water rights to subsurface sources directly from other users. In either case, if the urban and suburban...
population continues to grow, some portion of existing water rights—which are already over allocated in Doña Ana County—must be shifted away from agricultural uses. Tensions between agricultural and residential stakeholders in the county have been exacerbated in recent years by drought-induced water scarcity. Reduced surface water availability forced farmers to use groundwater to make up the shortfall in water supply. Because they are senior water rights holders, farmers have priority for both surface water and groundwater. Public water users perceive farmers’ growing reliance on groundwater as negatively affecting the aquifers upon which they rely. While agriculture still makes up the bulk of water use in the county, municipal water use has also increased over the last five decades. Stable water supply is critical for development and growth that is threatened by the depletion of groundwater. In drought conditions, the water needs of the farming community are pitted against the development aspirations of an urbanizing community. To ensure agrarian viability and stable community development, institutions involved in water management have to devise rules of use in times of shortage.

**Opportunities**

With over 1,000 square miles of farm and ranch land, agriculture remains strong in Doña Ana County despite a rapidly urbanizing population and prolonged drought. Despite many assets, limited access to land, labor, water rights, and lack of local infrastructure for aggregation and processing create barriers for the county’s small farmers. There are many opportunities for local governments to provide support to small farmers and enhance agricultural viability in the county. Local governments can identify the importance of farmland protection and take action to protect farmland from non-farm development. Planners and local governments must also work to boost the economic viability of existing farm and food production businesses within the county. Local governments can also support workforce development programs to ensure a skilled, reliable labor force for local farms. There is also a wide range of actions that local governments can take to support food infrastructure development and fill gaps in the current food distribution system. Strengthening local food distribution networks can also help local and regional food systems meet important economic, health, and community goals.

**FOOD SECURITY: CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES**

Although Doña Ana County has a strong agricultural sector, many residents experience considerable food insecurity. Reports suggest that 18.4% of adults and 31.8% of children in the county are food insecure. One local government representative interviewed for this report estimates that about 30,000 children in the county go to bed hungry at least once a week. Among children who are food insecure, children living in single parent households or children living with elderly relatives are most vulnerable to hunger. The degree of food insecurity among children is reified when one considers that a majority of (66%) students in Doña Ana County qualify for free school meals and 36% of children are reported to live in poverty in the county. Other interviewees noted the high levels of hunger prevalent among seniors in Doña Ana County (the State of New Mexico ranks second for prevalence of hunger among seniors nationally). Interviewees point to persistent poverty as the driver of food insecurity in the county, an observation supported by research literature.

**Challenges**

Overall, limited financial resources, communication barriers for non-English speakers, limited transportation options, spatial disparities and contested immigration status make it difficult for the rural poor in Doña Ana County to earn a living wage and achieve food security. Food insecurity is spatially concentrated among residents of colonias. Most residents of colonias speak Spanish as their primary language, and are unable to readily access government and civic services due to communication barriers. One study finds as much as 68% of the colonia population in Chaparral (a colonia in southeast Doña Ana County) speak only Spanish. Among the participants of the study, 53% reported using the food bank distribution to supplement food needs and reported varying levels of food insecurity. A majority of the participants (59%) who used the food bank reported very high levels of food insecurity. Similar levels of food insecurity was also reported in other studies of colonia communities along the U.S.-Mexico border. Research indicates levels of food insecurity among colonia population exceeds average national food insecurity levels.

Food insecurity is exacerbated by spatial disparities in food retail in the county. Spatial disparities in food retail disproportionately impact the food insecure population in the county. Physical access to retail stores that sell healthful, nutritious, and affordable food is limited throughout the county. Approximately 21% of residents have “low access” to grocery stores. Among those with low access to grocery stores, food access is further impeded by limited public transportation options. This challenge is being addressed by the City of Las Cruces, South Central Regional Transit District, and City of El Paso that are all operating bus systems within the region. The lack of food retail infrastructure is noticeable in the unincorporated areas of the county, as well as in parts of urban centers. The U.S. Department of Agriculture reports 22 grocery stores, three supercenters, 56 convenience stores and six specialty stores are located within the county. To add perspective, these statistics indicate the availability of 0.1 grocery store per 1,000 persons in the county, with convenience stores being the most prevalent food retail outlet. Stores with the most healthful, nutritious, and affordable foods tend to be located within the more densely populated areas—in other words, not in close proximity to residents of colonias or rural areas.

**Opportunities**

Civic groups and local governments are aware of the challenges faced by the poor in Doña Ana County, and are taking steps to strengthen the county’s food system. Several programs are available to meet emergency food needs of residents. Emergency food services are provided by non-governmental organizations (and governmental agencies) in municipalities and unincorporated areas of the county. Additionally, a number of nonprofit organizations, including Roadrunner Food Bank, Casa De Peregrinos Food Program, and local churches and community centers, provide anti-hunger services in Doña Ana County, often in partnership with the public sector. These nonprofits operate a number of food pantries, food distribution centers, and mobile food services. However, the extent of available emergency food services does not match the need in the county, and organizations are resource strapped. One interviewee noted, “We need to be able to do more. But we can’t afford to do more.”
Some civic organizations are also working to prevent hunger through community empowerment and capacity building. Notably, La Semilla Food Center (La Semilla), a local nonprofit organization, is focused on education, farming, advocacy, and policy change to promote long-term food security. La Semilla operates an education and demonstration community farm in the City of Anthony to provide training on gardening, nutrition and cooking through hands-on lessons for students and parents. The organization also engages in local government policy advocacy to ensure food is recognized in public policies such as comprehensive planning processes. La Semilla is integral to the formation and sustenance of the Mesilla Valley Food Policy Council. Currently, La Semilla is working on a healthy food financing initiative to improve food access in the county. The initiative is designed to “reduce health disparities, improve community health, and create jobs in communities traditionally left out of traditional economic development activities.” La Semilla also works to connect farmers to local farmers’ markets, restaurants, stores, and institutions through their “Farm Fresh” program. The broad range of food programming undertaken by La Semilla helps push food policy forward in Doña Ana County.

Local entrepreneurs also contribute to alleviating hunger and supporting agriculture in Doña Ana County. Mountain View Market, a local cooperative (co-op), works with over eighty local vendors to stock their shelves. The co-op has invested in the provisioning of a 400-square-foot cold storage unit for local producers and a refrigerated van that allows for pickups from some of the producers. By accepting SNAP benefits the co-op connects low resource individuals with locally sourced and grown products. In addition, four farmers’ markets operate in the county. The oldest—started in 1971—and largest is located in downtown Las Cruces: Farmers and Crafts Market of Las Cruces. The other three are spread around the county: Sunland Park, Chaparral, and Anthony. All of the farmers’ markets accept vouchers from the Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) supplemental nutrition program. The downtown market also accepts SNAP vouchers, and has a double up food bucks program, promoting both food security and agricultural viability.

The New Mexico State University (NMSU)-Doña Ana Cooperative Extension Service provides nutrition education to limited resource families to assist people in effectively utilizing components of food systems such as farmers’ markets and emergency food distribution. The nutrition education program called Ideas for Cooking and Nutrition (ICAN) receives funding from the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)’s Expanded Food and Nutrition Education Program and from the USDA SNAP Education Program (SNAP-Ed). Education is provided in English and Spanish and encourages healthy eating using easy and economical recipes. This education occurs at farmers’ markets, emergency food distribution sites, senior meal sites, youth summer feeding sites and at other community locations such as schools and community centers. ICAN partners with non-profit and governmental organizations to provide education throughout Doña Ana County. The work and commitment of community stakeholders positions the county to make significant progress in improving food security and agricultural viability through public policy.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT PUBLIC-POLICY ENVIRONMENT

Recognizing the challenges, opportunities, and successes within its food system, local governments in Doña Ana County are embarking on a number of initiatives to promote food security and agricultural viability.

Public Programs to Reduce Hunger and Food Insecurity

Given the extent of hunger in the region, both Doña Ana County and the City of Las Cruces have created a number of public initiatives to combat food insecurity. One response undertaken by local governments is food provisioning for vulnerable populations. For example, the county government operates a food distribution program that serves thirteen distribution centers and provides senior meal services. Doña Ana County has contracted food distribution services out to Casa De Peregrinos, a local not-for-profit. Casa De Peregrinos buys most of the food from Roadrunner Food Bank and some of the food is donated by local grocery chains Albertson’s and Wal-Mart. The City of Las Cruces also operates a senior meal service that serves 850 clients daily. City of Las Cruces Nutrition and Meal Services have three production kitchens and one catered meal site where paid staff prepare meals from scratch for seniors. The program provides congregate meals at five senior centers within the city and delivers hot meals to homebound seniors who cannot make it out to the food distributions.

The City of Las Cruces Senior Programs agency is also working with Casa De Peregrinos and Roadrunner Food Bank to bring food distributions to all five senior centers. Since August of 2016, more than 89,000 pounds of food have been distributed. This municipal senior meal service programming is funded primarily through the city’s budget supplemented by state (30%) and federal (10%) funding. Food provisioning for seniors, who were identified as a vulnerable group in the county, provides the region’s aging population with a safety net critical to their well-being. However, the county’s participation in senior food provisioning is technically a violation of the anti-donation clause in the State Constitution, since public dollars are being used to directly benefit individuals. The anti-donation clause creates a number of challenges for the county in providing critical community services.

Another strategy for improving food security among seniors and other vulnerable populations is the development of community gardens for food production. The Las Cruces Parks and Recreation Department operates four community gardens in high need areas. One of the community gardens is dedicated for use by seniors. There is no charge for plots in this garden and the food that is grown is distributed at senior centers. A plot costs $15 in the other three gardens operated by Parks and Recreation. The Parks and Recreation department works with the Master Gardener Program, and has plots dedicated to teaching youth to garden as part of the “Weed and Seed” program. The Master Gardener Program is a group of volunteers trained and supervised by the NMSU-Doña Ana Cooperative Extension Service in Doña Ana County. The Parks and Recreation Department is also experimenting with setting up an experimental closed loop hydroponics farm on city-owned property which will be available to the community. There is a high demand for these community gardens and strong support from the municipal government. The NMSU-Doña Ana Cooperative Extension Service provides technical assistance to
Public Programs to Promote Public Health

Efforts are also underway to encourage more healthful consumption of foods, especially among children. The work of Healthy Kids Las Cruces (HKLC), a collective of organizations involved in food work, spearheaded by the New Mexico Department of Health, has been important in promoting dialogue about healthy lifestyles. HKLC has been successful in introducing salad bars in all Las Cruces public schools, as well as the addition of school gardens in all schools in Las Cruces District 3. Another example of promoting healthy lifestyle is the County Department of Health and Human Services program called Nuestra Vida (Our Life). Nuestra Vida focuses on teaching residents with diabetes how to manage the disease through better diet and nutrition. The program relies on “promotoras” (bilingual community health workers) to provide health and nutrition education and other preventative services directly to community residents. Local government programming around health and nutrition education also plays an important role in affecting change in food values in the community.

The NMSU-Doña Ana Cooperative Extension Service provides a variety of nutrition, food safety and wellness education programs. The Ideas for Cooking and Nutrition (ICAN) program specifically targets limited resource families with young children. In addition to the ICAN program, a family and consumer sciences agent delivers presentations and workshops on general nutrition, food safety, diabetes and chronic disease self-management. These non-ICAN programs are provided in English or Spanish, do not have income guidelines for participation and are provided in partnership with schools, non-profit organizations and government entities.

Support for Agriculture through Policy

The state government recognizes the value of local agriculture and protects it through its policies. For example, the state enacted the New Mexico Chile Advertising Act in 2013 to prohibit vendors from any actions that “knowingly advertise, describe, label or offer for sale chile peppers as New Mexico chile, or to advertise, describe, label or offer for sale a product as containing New Mexico chile, unless the chile peppers or chile peppers in the product were grown in New Mexico.” The act was implemented to create brand recognition for the New Mexico chile, a substantial portion of which are grown in Doña Ana County. The act also provides brand protection for Doña Ana County’s chile in export markets. Additionally, as noted earlier, the state has stringent Right-to-Farm laws to protect agriculture against nuisance claims.

Additionally, federal and state funding opportunities are available to make agriculture economically viable and environmentally sustainable. One such program, the Value-Added Producer Grant, provides a $100,000 grant to help expand the range of products that can be derived from local agricultural produce—like making cheese from milk or jam from fruit. Producers are also eligible to apply for an additional $300,000 as operating capital for the value-added project. Public funding for renewable energy projects is also available. The Renewable Energy for America program works directly with agricultural producers (and small businesses) to facilitate their transition to use of renewable energy. An applicant can receive a grant of up to $500,000, and a guaranteed loan up to $5 million but the loan and grant cannot exceed 75% of the total cost of the project. According to an interviewee, producers are using this funding to install photovoltaics, start a methane digester, and invest in energy efficient farm infrastructure.

Recognition of Food and Agriculture in Public Plans

Recently, local governments have begun to integrate food and agriculture into the comprehensive planning process. In 2015, the county government adopted Plan 2040 as its comprehensive plan. Two of the plan’s six livability principles (LP) pertain to food and agriculture. LP 1 seeks to protect agricultural land from encroachment, while LP 2 focuses on preserving the heritage of the county and its people. One of the goals of LP 2 is to support local farmers’ markets; incorporate urban agriculture approaches into programming; and value and protect natural resources and agricultural lands. Food and agriculture actions are found throughout the plan. In particular, the “Economic Opportunity” section of the plan calls on the county government to support value-added agriculture via the establishment and expansion of food processing facilities in the county. The “Health” chapter of the plan encourages provisioning of lower cost healthy food and beverage options in community centers, county buildings, hospitals, and schools.

Additionally, a number of other local government planning efforts aim to strengthen food systems. The City of Las Cruces’ Sustainability Action Plan, adopted in 2011, calls for supporting local food networks. The plan includes goals that seek to double the area of city land used for local food production (from the 2013 levels) and increase the amount of local food purchased by city agencies by 5% (from its 2014 baseline). To this end, the plan proposes that the City of Las Cruces identify and remove land use zoning that restricts urban agriculture, provide support for the expansion of community gardens and explore the fiscal impacts of supporting local food purchasing. A second iteration of the Sustainability Action Plan was adopted in 2014 by the Las Cruces City Council. Unfortunately, in the 2014-2017 update, sustainability outcomes and food priorities are not strongly linked — the plan no longer has a standalone food section and food-related goals are integrated into other objectives.

Ordinances to Support Agriculture

In a move to align future development with the county’s newly adopted comprehensive plan, Doña Ana County recently adopted a new Unified Development Code (UDC) in 2017. The UDC applies to all unincorporated areas in the county as well as any property inside the extraterritorial zone jointly administered by the City of Las Cruces and Doña Ana County. As with the comprehensive plan, the UDC underwent an extensive period of public review and comment. As a result, a number of farming issues were brought to the attention of decision-makers. One issue in particular concerned minimum lot size requirements for subdivision of agricultural land. Farmers felt setting a minimum lot size requirement impacted the value of their property. After extensive discussion and community protest, a 10-acre minimum lot size was reduced to 2 acres.

Additional changes were made to address grazing issues and allowed uses within specific zones. The county maintains a pro-agriculture environment by
maintaining zoning districts in the UDC that permit agricultural activities. The UDC categorizes zoning districts as either transect or use zones. Transect zones include five historical development patterns that are predominantly mixed use. Use zones encompass 15 types of use-specific districts that are regulated based on similar or adjacent development. REGARDLESS of zoning type, farming and ranching remains a permitted use throughout much of the county, with the exception of normal zones. Agricultural activities such as agricultural processing and warehousing, dairies, feedlots, slaughterhouses, commercial poultry raising or processing swine products are permitted only in commercial or industrial zones. The UDC permits livestock in residential districts as long as requirements are met: “A minimum lot size of 0.75 acre or 32,670 square feet shall be required for the keeping of livestock, other than mature stallions, bulls, buffalo and beeves, which shall be prohibited from lots containing less than two acres.” The new development code supports agricultural activities in the county while striving for compact and mixed used development.

The City of Las Cruces’ land use code permits agricultural uses in one of its six zoning districts. Livestock is permitted on parcels within the single family rural residential zoning district (EE and REM sub-districts). In particular, EE district property owners can raise large livestock (e.g. horses, Buffalo) and smaller animals (e.g. chickens and ducks). However, livestock, both large and small, has to be kept 35 feet from adjacent dwellings and properties. In other zoning districts, property owners can raise small livestock animals provided they apply and receive a special use permit. According to one interviewee, keeping of a backyard garden is permissible on all properties throughout the city. In Las Cruces, one interviewee reported that people are allowed to sell produce they grow in community gardens on city land—a policy that improves both food and economic security. The City of Las Cruces’ zoning code reflects awareness on part of the local government of the importance of agriculture to the local community.

**Resolutions in Support of Food Systems Work**

The Las Cruces City Council has passed resolutions supportive of a growing local food culture and a local food economy. In 2012, the Council adopted a resolution to support a “Farm to School Program.” This program connects local farms and public school food service providers by integrating local produce into cafeteria menus and offering classroom tastings. In 2013, the Council passed another resolution supporting establishment of the Mesilla Valley Food Policy Council. Adoption of these resolutions indicates local government is aware of the importance of food-related programs to the community.

Another major food policy development in Las Cruces has been the adoption of an urban agriculture and food policy plan. La Semilla, in concert with the local planning department, developed an urban agriculture plan that was adopted by the Las Cruces City Council in June 2016. Purposefully crafted with meaningful community engagement, the plan includes vision, goals, strategies and recommendations for the city to consider in their development practices. More than that, the plan advocates for use of a triple bottom line (social, economic and environmental values) approach in the development of strategies and recommendations for local food policy. For example, the social element of the triple bottom line is captured in Goal One: “All residents should have enough to eat and access to affordable, local, healthy, sustainable, and culturally appropriate food.” The economy is captured in Goal Two: “A stronger, more vibrant local economy with more food growing and processing opportunities.” The environmental goal calls for: “Healthier ecosystems and smart environmental resources stewardship.”

The adoption of the urban agriculture plan is significant as it signals elevation and prioritization of food policy within local government.

**Action on Food through Public Finance Initiatives**

Given that public transit provides a critical option for food-insecure residents who have low vehicular access, expansion of bus service within the county has been generally well received. Funding for the system has been provided by federal grants administered through the State of New Mexico, membership dues from participating governmental entities, and annual apportionments of tax revenue controlled by the County Commission. Arguments supporting continued funding of the system have included the importance of improved access to healthy food.

**Physical Infrastructure and Complementary Programs to Address Water Shortages**

Water is a critical need for residents and farmers alike in Doña Ana County. To reduce the deficit in surface water supplies EBID is seeking alternative sources of water. One particular strategy has been to capture and manage stormwater to help recharge the aquifer. As described by one interviewee, “storm water… is limited but it is the new supply that seems to be occurring more often than we can count on snow pack.” Pursuing this option will require a high degree of innovation as well as negotiations with other claimants to use of this water—especially environmentalists. Las Cruces has also developed water conservation and water reuse programs to deal with the drought. Water is treated for reuse and supplied via a “purple pipe” for non-potable purposes within the City of Las Cruces limits. Following prior appropriation laws, all of the reused water has been appropriated, mostly for irrigating the local golf course and parks and recreation facilities. Clearly local governments are acting to prevent severe shortages and meet quality of life needs but water conservation and innovation would benefit from greater coordination among water provisioning institutions in Doña Ana County.

**IDEAS FOR THE FUTURE**

While the City of Las Cruces and Doña Ana County have started undertaking more food conscious planning, more work remains in strengthening local food systems. A strong agricultural sector and a dedicated network of governmental and community stakeholders provide the ingredients for transformation within the local food system. Even as some of this work is underway, Doña Ana County would benefit from a more coordinated and stronger public policy engagement in the food system. Some ideas are outlined below.

**Conduct a Community Food Systems Assessment**

Although food and agriculture now features in the new county comprehensive plan and the city’s sustainability plan, a comprehensive approach to the community food system is lacking. The language in the county’s guiding documents is
geared towards supporting an increase in the regional and international presence of local farmers—a local focus is absent from the current strategies identified in the plans. For a more connected local market to develop, local farmers need policy and fiscal support from local governments in setting up food infrastructure such as cold storage, refrigeration, aggregation space and marketing to name a few. Interviewees suggested local farmers would bring more produce into Las Cruces and other cities in Doña Ana County if there were better avenues for them to sell their goods, such as more farmers’ markets venues, farm stands and local contracts with supermarkets. A standalone food systems assessment could provide a thorough review of where opportunities exist to create connections between farmers and consumers. The community food systems assessment can be an addendum to the current comprehensive plan that outlines a detailed agenda for local government engagement in the food system. Examples of food systems assessments are available through the Growing Food Connections Local Government Policy Database.64

Develop Incentive Programs for Farmers’ Markets

Some efforts are already underway to grow a fledging local market for area producers. The work of the local co-op to aggregate produce and local farmers’ markets are examples of creating connections between farmers and consumers. However, not all consumers have the resources to shop at the farmers’ markets or the co-op. Incentivizing the use of SNAP dollars at these local markets—co-op and farmers’ markets—can support local agriculture while also addressing inadequate food access in the county. Local governments can use public financing tools to incentivize similar initiatives. Examples already exist in places like Douglas County, Kansas that may prove useful to Doña Ana County in their efforts to strengthen the food system.65 The policy brief Incentivizing the Sale of Healthy and Local Food details the experience of other communities across the country such as Baltimore, Maryland, Minneapolis, Minnesota, and Washington D.C. that may be helpful as Doña Ana considers next steps.66

Advocate for Reform of State Anti-Donation Policy

Doña Ana County and its municipalities are generally supportive of initiatives that promote local agriculture and the local food system but still numerous policy barriers exist. One significant barrier is the State of New Mexico’s anti-donation clause that, with a few exceptions, prohibits local governments from providing services to individuals or groups for anything other than fair market value. Given these stipulations, one interviewee noted the food distribution program is a technical violation of the state-imposed mandate.21 The same stipulation has been used to preclude county governments from turning county-owned land into community gardens.21 It should be noted that the anti-donation clause applies equally to municipal governments in New Mexico but is interpreted more broadly. Although the interpretation currently favored by county government specifically discourages “safety net” programs, the stipulation applies broadly to all aspects of county government service provision and is not limited to food system programs. Another state-level policy affects meal provisioning to seniors. The policy restricts perishable foods leaving the dining rooms of facilities where meals are served to seniors to protect seniors against food borne illness.22 While the policy has good intentions, it hinders local agencies from providing food insecure seniors with boxed meals. The nutrition and meal services program in Las Cruces has started a pilot program where frozen weekday congregate meals are provided to seniors, which can leave the dining rooms.34

Cultivate New Approaches to Farmland Protection

On the agricultural end, strategies to protect farmland from development pressure come into conflict with farm viability. Farmland protection laws limit the amount of capital farmers can leverage against their land—essentially such laws lower the value of their land.33 Development pressure from Las Cruces and other urbanizing areas is propping up land values and farmers are using higher land values to inject capital into their farming operations.33 Farmers in Doña Ana County do not necessarily intend to convert farmland into subdivisions but want the flexibility of leveraging maximum capital from banks based on their land value and hence their aversion to farmland regulations.33 However, there remains a need for some form of farmland protection. As one of the interviewees reported, there are very few parcels of agricultural land left within Las Cruces city limits and owners of these parcels of land are cashing out.44 In one recent example, the interviewee reported witnessing a meeting of the local City Council, which denied the landowner’s request to sell an agriculturally zoned parcel to a large retailer.44 If these agricultural parcels fall within the irrigation district, surface water rights will also be conveyed with the sale of land. It may be of benefit for the city government to retain as many parcels of agricultural land with surface water rights as possible, but it should find ways to do so without impeding farmers’ economic interests. Local governments may want to investigate the feasibility of using incentives to protect farmland instead of regulations. The policy brief Farmland Protection: The Role of Local Governments in Protecting Farmland as a Vital Local Resource, which draws on innovative experiences from across the country, outlines the many ways in which local governments are preserving farmland under threat from development pressure.67

Hire Local Food Coordinators

Doña Ana County has a number of engaged non-profits advocating for better food services and access for disadvantaged communities. Unfortunately, many of their activities are tied to grants. The sustainability and success of these initiatives requires a more stable funding stream and local government support. While the city and county governments are not opposed to improvements in local food systems, both need to dedicate staff time and funding to this issue if positive changes are to occur. Specifically, community food systems would benefit from having a dedicated person in each governmental entity who would be responsible for coordination, initiation, and securing funds for food-related initiatives. Dedicated lines for food-related initiatives in both the city and county budgets would also reduce the challenges of fundraising and grant writing that non-profits go through to keep services operational. While there is a substantial amount of “food work” underway in Doña Ana County, adding coordination support and financial assistance would go a long way toward ensuring the longevity and success of this effort. Communities around the country such as Wayne County, Ohio and Orange County, North Carolina have created food coordinator positions within existing local government departments such as economic development and planning. These positions can help secure grant funding for, develop, and coordinate local government initiatives to support sustainable
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